Dear nDay Participants,

Thank you for participating in nutritionDay 2018! Soon nDay 2019 will be announced in the next newsletter and on the nDay website!

Reminder: 60, 180-Days Outcome evaluation

Please complete and submit the 60-Days-Outcome questionnaire for nDay in ICU on the 14th of January, 2019. You can find the questionnaire “60-Day-Outcome” in your preferred language here. Please use the patient’s medical record for your outcome data collection. You do not need to contact the patient for this information.

For nursing homes, the outcome should be evaluated 180 days after nutritionDay (14th of May, 2019)

As usual, you can do your data entry via our homepage www.nutritionday.org. Click “my nDay | login” → “data entry | upload” and choose your category. Log in with your centre and unit code and complete „sheet 2 & outcome data“ for each patient. After entering the outcome of a patient successfully the icon in the patient/resident overview next to each patient/resident will turn red and green, respectively.
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